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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]We hope this presentation will contribute to conversations happening in libraryland and higher ed generally about the ways that those of us who value community-controlled and open source infrastructures can make them sustainable long-term and accessible to more institutions in the US in particular.SPARC and COAR’s efforts to build and strengthen a US repository network -- but also Invest in Open, the Next Generation Library Publishing Project, and others of course, too -- represent multiple efforts happening simultaneously to shore up and create models for open source, community-controlled infrastructure for scholarly sharing and open access that is sustainable and competitive with commercial and for-profit infrastructures. And shared infrastructure is, or can be, a big component of that work.Particularly as libraries at all levels face budgetary pressures and even those well-resourced libraries with historically large or active IT organizations are losing library IT staff -- shared infrastructure becomes a more sustainable path for maintaining community controlled OSS infrastructure.Moreover, though conversations about US repositories at conferences like this one often focus mainly on ARL and R1 institutions  -- and equivalents outside the US -- it’s important to remember that many smaller and not as research-intensive institutions, shared infrastructure for repositories is absolutely essential and always has been. So we offer this discussion today as a model we have developed, that is working for our community -- with the usual amount of flaws and challenges, I would say, and with the understanding that the US context in particular is extremely decentralized and operating in many different state and other kinds of regional contexts.
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Overview

● About the TDL consortium
● Repository hosting service model overview
● Tech stuff: architecture, code management, etcetera
● TDL DSpace Users Group
● Member Case Studies: UT Austin, Texas A&M Corpus Christi, UT San 

Antonio
● Conclusions and Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]What we’ll cover today:About the TDL consortiumRepository hosting service model overviewTech stuff: architecture, code management, etceteraTDL DSpace Users GroupMember Case Studies: UT Austin, Texas A&M Corpus Christi, UT San AntonioConclusions and Q&A



About TDL
Equitable access to and preservation of digital content

● Repository hosting
● ETD workflow/publication (Vireo)
● Texas Data Repository (Dataverse)

● Journal hosting (OJS)
● Digital Preservation 

Services
● DPLA Aggregations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]TDL is  collaborative consortium based in Texas and rooted in the higher education community. Our organizational home is the University of Texas at Austin.Our mission is to build capacity among our library membership to ensure equitable access to and preservation of digital content of value to research, instruction, cultural heritage, and institutional memory.Around since about 2005, starting out as a collaboration among four of the state’s ARL or Association of Research Library libraries and building an infrastructure for open repositories, thesis and dissertation workflows, journal hosting and some of the other services you see listed on this slide. Today we’re going to focus on the Institutional Hosting component of our consortial work.



TDL Members
Angelo State University
Arizona State University
Baylor University
Houston Public Library
Sam Houston State University
Southern Methodist University
Stephen F. Austin State University
Tarrant County College
Texas A&M - Galveston
Texas A&M International University
Texas A&M University
Texas A&M University - Corpus Christi
Texas State University
Texas Tech University

Texas Woman's University
Trinity University
University of Dallas
University of Houston
University of Houston - Clear Lake
University of North Texas
University of Texas - Rio Grande Valley
University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Dallas
University of Texas at San Antonio
UNT Health Science Center
UT Medical Branch
UT Southwestern
West Texas A&M University

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]Currently 29 institutions participate in the consortium through membership. They’re listed here. Three of these members are represented on this panel - highlighted in yellow, and you can see that two of them are part of the UT system -- on of those the flagship at UT Austin -- and one from the Texas A&M system.Range of members from community colleges and public libraries to large research libraries. It includes members of the MULTIPLE university systems in Texas and independent public and private universities. But nearly all of members are university libraries, and about half are -- if you’re familiar with the Carnegie classifications -- Doctoral granting institutions. A couple of notes while we’re here to put this membership and our particular case the in context of the Texas higher education environment -- These institutions represent a fraction of the Texas HE community, which has about 80 public and private universities and 50 community college systems. It is a highly diverse and distributed environmentSecondly, I’ll just note here and come back to it a bit more later, that TDL operates as a membership organization -- so virtually all of our operations are funded through fees paid to us by our member libraries.  We do not receive any support directly from the state of Texas. This has implications for how MUCH funding we have available to us, but also provides a measure of independence about how we operate. [NEXT SLIDE]



20 hosted DSpace repositories
~340,000 items

Publications + data + cultural 
heritage  + institutional archives  

+ harvested metadata

digital repository hosting | tdl.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]So, digging ina little on this shared infrastructure - We use DSpace as our platform for repository hosting.TDL currently hosts 20 repositories for 19 institutions.Some are tiny, some quite large.They provide access to a range of types of materials -- from traditional IR-type materials, to cultural heritage collections, and harvested metadata.
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A collaborative model

TDL staff responsibilities: 
● Systems and application 

maintenance
● Software development
● User support (TDL Helpdesk)
● Training for new users
● Support for DSpace Program at 

LYRASIS (Platinum membership)
● Community coordination: The TDL 

DSpace User Group

Member responsibilities: 
● Content management
● Repository administration (UI)
● Local policy development
● Engagement with/leadership of  the 

TDL community of users

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]TDL operates from the perspective that shared infrastructure does not or should not just entail shared servers and systems administration, etc., but from a socio-technical view of infrastructure that takes into account the people doing the work, and the skills and support they need. We see our repository hosting service as a collective responsibility with defined roles, and we state in our vision for ourselves as an organization that “our success [is] bound to that of our member institutions and their workers…” and that a key part of our collective work as a community is to “meet the challenges of the moment by amplifying their unique contributions, enabling sustainable workloads [for them], and fostering mutually supportive communities.”So, the model of course involves the work of the TDL staff as a service provider, -- responsibilities listed.Systems and application maintenanceSoftware developmentUser support (TDL Helpdesk)Training for new usersSupport for DSpace Program at LYRASIS (Platinum membership)Community coordination: The TDL DSpace User GroupSmall staff of 9 full-time staff, only 4 of whom have a portion of their time dedicated to the DSpace hosting service.Member responsibilities: Content managementRepository administration (UI)Local policy developmentEngagement with/leadership of  the TDL community of users
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Fee structure

● Supported by membership fees + 
service fees

● Tiered membership categories 
based on type of institution

● Cost recovery
● Full membership > Consortium 

governance

Scan for more about 
TDL membership fees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[KRISTI]As mentioned before, the organization and the service is supported by membership fees and services fees + the contributed labor of members.Our membership fees are tiered based on the type of institution based loosely on the Carnegie classifications for higher ed institutions.We charge fees to cover the costs of the service.And membership provides opportunities for each member to participate in the governance of the TDL consortium, through our Member Board and Governing Board.See full fee schedule by using the QR code.[next up – Nick]
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Tech stuff: Repository hosting

● Amazon Web Services
○ 22 VMs that all include:

■ DSpace 6.3
■ Amazon Linux 2
■ Apache 2.4
■ Tomcat 9
■ PostgreSQL 13
■ Shibboleth 3.3
■ Fuseki 4.5

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone. As Kristi mentioned, I’m Nick Woodward, and I’m the DSpace tech lead at Texas Digital Library. I’m going to talk a little bit about how we manage 20+ DSpace instances from a technical perspective. And these highly precise slide titles will give you a sense of the “tech stuff” I’m going to cover. We recently completed a migration of every DSpace instance we host to new servers with more up to date operating systems and services that you see listed here. It was a large project, as you’d imagine, but I’m always a fan of migrating to the latest and greatest software for the performance improvements. 
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Tech stuff: Centralized services

● Ansible for server deployment in AWS
● Ansible for DSpace application and services
● Centralized SMTP email services via Amazon’s Simple Email Service
● Comprehensive server monitoring

○ Munin
○ Prometheus
○ Slack integration for server alerts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the benefits that I imagine most folks already understand intuitively about consortia is the ability to centralize workflows, dependencies and services, and our institutional repository hosting is no exception. We use Ansible to deploy our servers in the cloud, and that includes all of the security, networking and backups that we need. We also use Ansible to deploy the DSpace application itself as well as the database, application and web servers, and any other services it depends on. This means that at least at the onset every DSpace environment is relatively the same. Additionally, we use Amazon’s SMTP server to send email from every DSpace instance. And we monitor all of our servers using monitoring software like Munin and Prometheus, with a Slack integration to let us know when there are issues on a server.
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Tech stuff: Code management

● Public DSpace code repository on GitHub
○ Current with official DSpace repository
○ Used to test and contribute PRs to the official repository

● Hosted GitLab instance
○ DSpace code repository

■ Used to merge updates to DSpace code with TDL customizations
○ Post-build DSpace code repository 

■ One default DSpace 6.x branch with Mirage 2 theme
■ Separate branches for each institutional repository

● Final DSpace code is deployed to the VM with only the branch corresponding to 
that institution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I apologize for the amount of text on this slide, but I think our approach to DSpace code management is probably where we differentiate ourselves most from others who host DSpace repositories. It starts with our public DSpace repository on GitHub, which is a fork of the official DSpace repository. We use that repository to test bug fix and improvement PRs that come in from the DSpace developer community and to develop our own bug fixes and improvements to DSpace that we submit to the official repository. Then comes our hosted GitLab instance that contains two DSpace-related repositories. The first is for the DSpace code that also contains our customizations to the Java code that I’ll get into in the next slide. And the second contains built DSpace code with additional customizations that are particular to each of our members. And I’ll get into that in more detail in a second, but the final product is one branch of a repository that contains everything needed for a DSpace instance for every member of TDL.  So when PRs with bug fixes and improvements come in to the canonical DSpace repository we can pull them down to our own repository, build them, merge with each institution’s DSpace branch, and deploy them in a matter of hours.
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Tech stuff: Customizations

Code
● HTML5 audio/video media 

player
● Replication Task Suite (RTS) 

to push data to DuraCloud  
● Optional login screen 

adjustments 

Configuration & templates
● Faceted search and browsing 

customizations
● Integrations, e.g. DataCite, 

Sherpa Romeo, Altmetrics
● Look-and-feel GUI changes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A full discussion of our customization process for our DSpace instances is probably outside the scope of this talk, but for now I’ll mention a few examples from the two classes of DSpace customizations that we manage. And this is where the two DSpace repositories on our private GitLab server that I mentioned in the last slide come into play. The first column are changes that we make to the pre-built DSpace Java codebase, and they include our HTML5 media player, a connection to our digital preservation service using the Replication Task Suite, and adjustments to the login screen. The second column are those customizations that come after DSpace is built, and they consist of changes to DSpace configuration, such as faceted browsing or Shibboleth authentication or integrations with outside services. Or the customizations are to the XSLT templates in the XMLUI to adjust the look and feel of the application, such as color schemes, logos, homepage text, etc. And the crucial point here is that any change made in this column is pushed back to the post-build DSpace repository branch for that institution on our GitLab server. Using git in this way gives us at least two major benefits: one, we maintain a record of every change that an institutional repository has ever had, and two, we can recreate an institution’s repository at any given moment with the code saved in GitLab.
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Tech stuff: Ancillary tooling

● Python code to generate DSpace statistical reports 
(https://github.com/TexasDigitalLibrary/dspace-reports) 
○ Excel spreadsheets with views/downloads stats for communities, 

collections, items and the entire repository
● Audio/video content management using Python scripts

○ Facilitate using media player or traditional thumbnails using primary 
bitstream setting in an item

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, I just wanted mention a few of the tools we’ve built around DSpace to provide folks with information about their repositories and to facilitate work with audio/video content in their repositories. The first is our DSpace statistical reports project, which is a set of Python 3 scripts to generate Excel spreadsheets with views and downloads statistics for communities, collections and items in a repository. That work was based heavily on the excellent work of DSpace core committer Alan Orth who developed a process of collecting statistics about a DSpace instance, and if you’re interested I encourage you to check out his work. And the second tool is a set of Python 3 scripts to generate Excel spreadsheets of the audio/video content in a DSpace repository and set those bitstreams as the primary bitstream of an item in order to add the media player where the thumbnail usually goes. And now I’ll hand it off to Colleen Lyon.

https://github.com/TexasDigitalLibrary/dspace-reports
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DSpace 
Users 
Group 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am going to start off by sharing a bit about the TDL DSpace Users Group - when it started and how it benefits our community
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How it all started

Invite sent out to the TDL listserv
August 2018 - Ed Warga was the first Chair
Collected group input on outcomes and activities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Little bit of history first - Users of DSpace typically met at the TCDL meeting each year. At TCDL in May of 2018 that group of users discussed wanting to meet more regularly to talk about DSpace issues. We decided that forming a DSpace User Group would be beneficial and Ed Warga (at that time working at TAMU-Corpus Christi) volunteered to lead that effort as the group’s first chair.Ed and Kristi worked together to send out an email invitation to the TDL listserv - asking anyone who was interested to join us in August 2018 for a virtual meeting. That first meeting in August was mainly an opportunity to discuss what everyone on the call wanted the user group to focus on.We quickly settled in to monthly virtual meetings with users from across Texas. There are usually between 12-20 attendees at each of those meetings. As I mentioned, Ed served as our first chair and I was the vice-chair and then moved into the chair role after his one year term was up. We’ve continued with that leadership format since then - with chair and vice-chair rotating among volunteers from the user group. While you don’t have to be a TDL member to participate in the user group, you do have to be from a member institution to serve in a leadership role.
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Examples of discussion topics

Statistics
Metadata editing
Accessibility
API reports
Updates about DSpace
Outreach efforts
OER
Sharing takeaways from conferences

Part of the User Group at DSpace NA Meeting 2019

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the main benefits of participating in the user group is being able to discuss repository related issues with a group of people working on those same issues. The group has a range of experience levels, repository sizes, and use cases that we all can talk about and learn from.Some of the topics we discuss include - statistics (what do they mean, how do you collect and report them), metadata editing (advice on batch metadata editing, tricks and tools for standardizing metadata - one member did a demo of Open Refine-, dealing with problematic metadata), accessibility (mostly related to item within the repositories - and specifically AV content), API reports (what can we get from the API and how can we use that information), updates on DSpace (Kristi is on the leadership group for DSpace, so she keeps us updated with what’s happening in the international DSpace community and what we can expect with timing on upgrades), outreach efforts (how are you talking about your repository on your campus), OER (are you using your repository for OER), and sharing back what people learned from repository related conferences (like OR).
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Sharing resources

Statistics
Workflow documentation
Outreach documentation (policies, emails)
Peer to peer training
Skills survey 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In addition to talking through any issues we may be having with our repositories, we also do a lot of document sharing, information gathering, and peer to peer training (either during the user group meetings or one-on-one outside of meeting time).As an example of information gathering - we used the user group to collect information about what statistics people wanted from their repositories - what were they typically reporting to their users and library administrators, what information did they want to report but couldn’t collect easily, and how would they like to see that information presented. TDL was able to use that information to inform the monthly statistics report that Nick talked about earlier. At UT Austin that monthly statistics report has been hugely helpful in our regular communication with depositors and when talk to library leadership about the benefits of our repository.The user group also recently sent out a skills survey to all TDL members. The survey was intended to discover which DSpace functions are most utilized by TDL members, what training may be desired by the community, and identify potential trainers for said trainings. That survey just closed at the end of May, so we haven’t had a chance to review the results yet.The user group also shares workflow and outreach documentation via a google drive folder. Those schools with well developed policies can share with new repositories and all members can see examples from other schools and use that to inform changes to their policies and documents. 
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UT Austin Case Study

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to shift gears a little to talk about UT Austin and our repository.
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About us

R1 institution with over 50,000 students
No campus OA policy
Texas ScholarWorks - 99000+
Areas of repository success
Staffing
Other TDL services used: Vireo, OJS, Dataverse, 
OER

UT Tower by BlazerMan is licensed CC-BY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
UT Austin is an R1 university with over 50,000 students and 3,000 teaching faculty. R1 is a US classification system that designates a university with very high research activity. We were also recently designated as a hispanic serving institution.Our campus does not have an OA policy, but our library did pass an OA policy that only applies to library staff. Our repository is called Texas ScholarWorks and as of this morning we had 99,855 items in TSW.I’m sure it’s not surprising to this crowd that it’s difficult for us to get faculty journal publications into TSW, but we have had a lot of success with other forms of scholarship - ETDs, technical reports, newsletters, honors theses, conference papers, student government documents, and white papers. We work with units all across the university and offer both library mediated and user deposit. Also probably not surprising that most groups prefer to have us to the uploading and collection management for them.Staffing for our repository includes me at about 50% of my time, a Digital Repository Specialist at about 75% of his time, and usually a student worker for 10-15 hours a week. We also have three catalogers that upload theses and dissertations - mostly new, but we also have a small project to digitize older theses and dissertations. The ETD work they do is only a small part of their job.We use most TDL services that are offered and are talking about the remaining two that we don’t currently use.

https://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:UT_Tower_83400355_68b7a5eeb9_o.jpg
https://www.flickr.com/people/blazerman/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a screenshot of our repository. Texas ScholarWorks was started in 2008 (it used to be called UTDR) and was originally hosted by UT Austin - even though we were a founding TDL member. The reasoning for that was we had our own library IT and we were used to doing everything ourselves. At that time we had one IT staff member that had a lot of DSpace expertise and could keep us current and handle any problems that might crop up. When he left the library, regular maintenance and upgrades became very difficult. Since DSpace isn’t used for other applications, our IT staff ended up having to kind of re-teach themselves DSpace every time there was a problem or we needed an upgrade. We had really customized our repository which made upgrades even more difficult. In addition, we had started up several other large digital library projects that made it really hard for our library IT to keep up. We switched to TDL hosting in 2015 and it’s been a huge improvement. BTW - my favorite item in our repository is a scanned version of a book from 1879 - Memoirs on the Extinct Wingless Birds of New Zealand. The illustrations are incrediblehttps://repositories.lib.utexas.edu/handle/2152/16251 
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Benefits to consortium approach

Less downtime for TSW
Questions are answered quickly
Troubleshooting of weird problems
Improved statistics
Learning from my colleagues across TX
Being more informed about the larger DSpace community and software upgrades

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As I said, having TDL host our repository has been a big benefit for us. We have less downtime for TSW, with the TDL help desk our questions are answered quickly and they can handle even the strange issues that we manage to come up with. We have improved statistics now and a much better understanding of overall functionality of DSpace and what kind of functionality we can expect in future versions.Repositories can be a very siloed activity in any library and you don’t always have other people at your institution that you can talk to, so I really love having the opportunity to learn from my colleagues across Texas. I have personally benefited from the user group discussions about statistics, API reports (specifically number of items in collections before we started getting the TDL reports), and batch metadata cleanup including how to get rid of those pesky language tags. I’ve also really liked learning from smaller repositories that are able to focus more on quality control of individual items. While we can’t provide that level of support, it has given us ideas for how we can change our workflows to try to improve overall quality - mainly by clearly communicating to our users about how to prepare their files for upload.I’m now going to pass it over to Alexa to talk about her institution.
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A&M Corpus Christi Case Study
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About us

● R2 Carnegie Classification with 
10,000 students; HSI

● No campus OA policy
● TAMU-CC Repository: Just under 

30,000 items 
● Areas of Success: ETDs, Research 

Centers, Special Collections & 
Archives

● Staffing & Repository Management
● Other TDL services: OJS

https://tamucc-ir.tdl.org/
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Benefits to consortium approach

We no longer have local expertise to 
host DSpace ourselves
Learning from colleagues:
● Don’t have to reinvent the wheel on 

policies, procedures, training, 
libguides

● Resources and training: OpenRefine
HelpDesk 
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UT San Antonio Case Study
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About us

● Separate UT System school from UT 
Austin

● Roughly 35,000 students, founded 
1969

● Hispanic Serving Institution
● Carnegie R1 institution as of Dec. 

2021
● No campus OA policy

https://sites.ed.gov/hispanic-initiative/hispanic-serving-institutions-hsis/
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About the Runner Research Press
● Joined TDL in 2019, launched in DSpace 

in 2021
● 721 items 
● Repository Governance Team

○ Scholarly Communications
○ Systems
○ Metadata
○ Subject Librarians 

● Areas of success
○ UTSA-hosted journals
○ Archiving student experiences 

during COVID-19
● No OJS or Vireo (yet)
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Benefits to consortium approach

● Incredibly helpful when starting from scratch!
● Initial training for Libraries staff on DSpace
● Technical assistance and expertise / Help Desk 
● Statewide knowledge base 
● Faculty were impressed by association with other R1 schools 
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What are the challenges to using this 
hosted model?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Question for the panel: What are the challenges to working within this kind of consortial hosted model?
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Conclusions and Q&A

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Open/community-focused infrastructure should be available to all institutions, not just ARL/R1. I encourage our community to consider further how we can design systems and build collaborations that can bring MORE institutions who want to have access to open infrastructure into the mix.There are no doubt many ways to do this, but I’ll say that for us, prioritizing people and their needs to the level of the technology systems we build is key. Relationships are key in building trust.I see TDL as a “Goldilocks solution” - big enough to realize benefits of sharing staff and infrastructure; small enough to maintain community.
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